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	This is the only book you will need to help you through the rough spots when migrating your PHP apps from PHP4 to PHP5. Not only is this an extremely comprehensive and in-depth resource, it will show you virtually every pitfall you may encounter and will undoubtedly make your migration as smooth as possible. The topics covered in this book include: Migration Concepts Strategies for Migration Migration Aspects Preparing the Migration The Migration After the Migration Tools Migrating PHP Code You will not find a more extensive book anywhere on this topic.
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ATL Internals: Working with ATL 8 (2nd Edition) (The Addison-Wesley Object Technology Series)Addison Wesley, 2006
The Classic Guide to ATL–Now Updated for ATL 8 and Visual Studio 2005

 

Four leading Windows programming experts systematically reveal ATL’s inner workings, explaining not just how ATL works, but why it works the way...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Raspberry PiVisual, 2014

	Full-color, step-by-step guidance for learning to use Raspberry Pi!


	Raspberry Pi is an inexpensive, single-board computer that serves as an introductory board for students and developing computer professionals. This image-driven, visual guide shows you how the Raspberry Pi can be easily used as a stand-alone computer, a...
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Law of Financial SuccessKessinger Publishing, 1997
1907. Contents: Money; Mental attitude; Fear and worry; Faith; Latent powers; Ambition; Desire; Will power; Auto-suggestion; Harmony; Creation; Concentration; Persistence; Habit; Claiming your own; Making money.     

       There is no idea that seems so much misunderstood as this idea of "Money." On the one hand we find many...
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The Graphic Designer's Digital Toolkit: A Project-Based Introduction to Adobe Photoshop CS5, Illustrator CS5 & InDesign CS5Delmar Cengage Learning, 2010

	Welcome to the Graphic Designer’s Digital Toolkit! Here you will learn the essential
	skills and design techniques to get you comfortable using the newest versions of
	the premier graphics programs in the industry today: Photoshop, Illustrator, and
	InDesign. This book is set up as a challenging hands-on, project-based classroom...
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PhoneGap 3, Beginner's Guide, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	PhoneGap opens up mobile application development to more people by using HTML and JavaScript. This book gives you the know-how on all the essentials in friendly, example-driven tutorials that will empower you to do more.


	Overview

	
		Understand the fundamentals of cross-platform mobile application development...
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Pro Service-Oriented Smart Clients with .NET 2.0Apress, 2005
This book shows you how to build smart client applications and how to exploit them using
a service-oriented architecture. So, the best way to introduce the book is to define just what
a smart client is.

A smart client is not a technology. Rather, a smart client is a concept for a client application with
specific features....
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